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Abstract
An r-fold analogue of the positive semidefinite zero forcing process that is carried out on the
r-blowup of a graph is introduced and used to define the fractional positive semidefinite forcing
number. Properties of the graph blowup when colored with a fractional positive semidefinite
forcing set are examined and used to define a three-color forcing game that directly computes the
fractional positive semidefinite forcing number of a graph. We develop a fractional parameter
based on the standard zero forcing process and it is shown that this parameter is exactly the
skew zero forcing number with a three-color approach. This approach and an algorithm are
used to characterize graphs whose skew zero forcing number equals zero.
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1 Introduction
This paper studies fractional versions (in the spirit of [12]) of the standard and positive semidefinite
zero forcing numbers and introduces three-color forcing games to compute these parameters. The
three-color approach allows simpler proofs of some results and yields new results about existing
parameters (see, e.g., Section 3.4).
The zero forcing process was introduced independently in [1] as a method of forcing zeros in a
null vector of a symmetric matrix described by a graph, which yields an upper bound to the nullity
of the matrix, and in [6] for control of quantum systems. There are potential applications to the
spread of rumors or diseases (see, e.g., [5]); one of the original names of zero forcing was “graph
infection.” Despite the fact that when studied as a graph parameter there are no zeros involved,
the name “zero forcing number” has become the standard term in the literature. The original zero
forcing number has since spawned numerous variants (see, e.g., [3, 4, 11]). The speed with which
the zero forcing process colors all vertices has also been studied (see, e.g., [9, 14]).
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1.1 Zero forcing games
In this section, we introduce zero forcing, which can be described as a coloring game [4], and the
terminology used. Abstractly, a forcing game is a type of coloring game that is played on a simple
graph G. First, a “target color,” typically blue or dark blue, is designated. Each vertex of the graph
is then colored the target color, white, or possibly some other color (in prior work, only white and
the target color have been used). A forcing rule is chosen: this is a rule that describes the conditions
under which some vertex can cause another vertex to change to the target color. If vertex u causes
a neighboring vertex w to change color, we say that u forces w and write u→ w. The forcing rule
is repeatedly applied until no more forces can be performed, at which point the game ends; the
coloring at the end is called the final coloring. An ordered list of the forces performed is referred
to as a chronological list of forces. Note that there is usually some choice as to which forces are
performed, as well as the order in which these forces occur. As such, a single forcing set may
generate many different chronological lists of forces; however, the final coloring is unique for all of
the games discussed herein. If the graph is totally colored with the target color at the end of the
game, then we say that G has been forced. The goal of the game is to force G. If this is possible,
then the initial set of non-white vertices is called a forcing set.
The (standard) zero forcing game uses only the colors blue (the target color) and white. The
(standard) zero forcing rule is as follows:
If w is the only white neighbor of a blue vertex u, then u can force w.
A (standard) zero forcing set is an initial set of blue vertices that can force G using this rule. The
(standard) zero forcing number of G, denoted Z(G), is the minimum cardinality of a zero forcing
set for G. We present an illustrative example in Figure 1.
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(d) Final forces
Figure 1: Standard zero forcing game example
From this point forward, we will omit the word “standard” when referring to the standard zero
forcing game, its forcing rule, or zero forcing sets whenever there is no risk of ambiguity.
The positive semidefinite zero forcing game is a modification of the zero forcing game used to
force zeros in a null vector of a positive semidefinite matrix described by a graph [3]. Like the zero
forcing game, positive semidefinite zero forcing uses only the colors blue (target) and white. The
positive semidefinite zero forcing rule is the same as the standard zero forcing rule, except that this
rule also features a disconnect rule:
Remove all blue vertices from the graph, leaving a set of connected components. To
each connected component (of white vertices) in turn, add the blue vertices, the edges
among the blue vertices, and any edges between the blue vertices and that component,
and perform forces via the standard rule: If w is the only white neighbor of a blue
vertex u in this induced subgraph, then u can force w.
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It is not assumed that disconnection occurs; if there is only one component, then we simply force via
the standard forcing rule. If disconnection does occur, then after the force the graph is “reassem-
bled” prior to applying the rule again. As one would expect, a positive semidefinite zero forcing
set is an initial set of blue vertices that can force G using this rule, and the positive semidefinite
zero forcing number of G, denoted Z+(G), is the minimum cardinality of a positive semidefinite
zero forcing set for G. In Figure 2 we illustrate the positive semidefinite zero forcing process on
the graph from Figure 1a.
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(c) Reassembled graph
Figure 2: Positive semidefinite zero forcing game example (first steps)
The skew zero forcing game, another variant on zero forcing that uses the colors white and blue
(target), was first considered in [11] to force zeros in a null vector of a skew symmetric matrix
described by a graph. The skew zero forcing rule is as follows:
If w is the only white neighbor of any vertex u, then u can force w.
Skew zero forcing removes the standard requirement that the forcing vertex u be blue; as a result,
skew zero forcing allows white vertex forcing, i.e., a white vertex is allowed to force its only white
neighbor. A skew zero forcing set is an initial set of blue vertices that can force G using this rule,
and the skew zero forcing number of G, denoted Z−(G), is the minimum cardinality of a skew
zero forcing set for G. Figure 3 demonstrates skew zero forcing; notice that the initial forcing set
contains no blue vertices.
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(a) First four forces
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(c) Final forces
Figure 3: Skew zero forcing game example
1.2 Motivation and method
This paper focuses on fractional versions of the standard and positive semidefinite zero forcing
numbers. We first present the construction of fractional chromatic number found in [12] as an
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example of the method used to define a fractional graph parameter. A proper coloring of a graph
G is an assignment of colors to the vertices of G such that adjacent vertices receive different colors.
The chromatic number of G, denoted χ(G), is the least number of colors required to properly color
G. We can generalize a proper coloring of G using c colors to a proper r-fold coloring with c colors,
or a c:r-coloring: from a total of c colors, we assign r colors to each vertex of G such that adjacent
vertices receive disjoint sets of colors. The r-fold chromatic number of G, denoted χr(G), is the
smallest value of c such that G has a c:r-coloring; we emphasize that to compute χr(G) we fix r
and minimize the value of c. The fractional chromatic number of G is then defined as
χf (G) = inf
r∈N
{
χr(G)
r
}
.
The interested reader is referred to [12] for an in-depth treatment of fractional chromatic number,
as well as other fractional graph parameters. For this paper, defining an r-fold version of a graph
parameter and then defining the fractional parameter as the infimum of the ratios of the r-fold
parameter to r are key ideas.
Suppose that G is a simple graph on n vertices with V (G) = [n]. We say that a symmetric
matrix A ∈ Cnr×nr r-fits G if, after partitioning A as a block n × n matrix, block Aii = Ir for
each i and for all i, j with i 6= j, block Aij = 0r×r if and only if ij /∈ E(G) [10]. While there may
be many such matrices for a given graph, the following result shows that certain structure can be
chosen.
Proposition 1.1. Suppose that A ∈ Cnr×nr r-fits a graph G on n vertices. We can construct a
unitary matrix U such that U∗AU r-fits G and if ij ∈ E(G), then every entry of block (U∗AU)ij
is nonzero.
Proof. Assume that V (G) = [n] and partition A = [Aij ] as an n×n block matrix with Aij ∈ Cr×r.
By definition, we have Aii = Ir for each i ∈ [n], and for i, j ∈ [n] with i 6= j we have Aij = 0r×r if
and only if ij /∈ E(G).
For each i ∈ [n], let Ui ∈ Cr×r be a random unitary matrix with Ui and Uj chosen independently
if i 6= j. Define U = blockdiag(U1, . . . , Un) and let C = U∗AU . Partitioning C conformally with
A, we have Cij = U
∗
i AijUj . Notice that Cii = U
∗
i IrUi = Ir and if ij /∈ E(G) (for i 6= j), then
Cij = U
∗
i 0r×rUj = 0r×r.
Suppose ij ∈ E(G) and consider the product AijUj . Since Uj is random, with high probability
no column of Uj lies in kerAij , so no column of AijUj is a zero vector. Let z be any column of
AijUj (so with high probability z 6= 0) and consider (U∗i z)k. If (U∗i z)k = 0, then z is orthogonal
to the kth column of Ui. Since Ui is a random unitary matrix, with high probability this does not
happen. We conclude that if ij ∈ E(G), then with high probability no entry of Cij is zero. Thus
there exists a matrix that r-fits G and has the desired structure.
Let G be a graph and choose r ∈ N. The r-blowup of G is the graph G(r) constructed by
replacing each vertex of u ∈ V (G) with an independent set of r vertices, denoted Ru, and replacing
each edge uw ∈ E(G) by the edges of a complete bipartite graph on partite sets Ru and Rw.1 We
call the set Ru a cluster. Note that V (G
(r)) =
⋃
u∈V (G)Ru and if uw ∈ E(G) then every vertex of
Ru is adjacent to every vertex of Rw in G
(r).
1Given graphs G and H, the lexicographic product of G with H, denoted G×LH, is the graph with V (G×LH) =
V (G)× V (H) and (g, h)(i, j) ∈ E(G×LH) if gi ∈ E(G) or if g = i and hj ∈ E(H). We can also define the r-blowup
of G as G(r) = G×L Kr, where Kr denotes the empty graph on r vertices.
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Suppose that A ∈ Cnr×nr is positive semidefinite and r-fits a graph G on n vertices with
V (G) = [n]. As a result of Proposition 1.1 (by replacing A with U∗AU), we can assume that if
ij ∈ E(G), then block Aij has no zero entries. Consider the graph of such a matrix A, namely, the
simple graph with vertex set [nr] and with an edge between vertices k and ` if k 6= ` and the entry
in row k and column ` of A is nonzero. Since Aii = Ir, the vertices of G will map to independent
sets (clusters) of size r; let Ri denote the cluster associated with vertex i ∈ V (G). Since each entry
of Aij is nonzero, every vertex in Ri will be adjacent to every vertex in Rj , and vice versa. Hence
the graph of A is exactly G(r), the r-blowup of G.
The positive semidefinite zero forcing number of a graph is an upper bound on the maximum
positive semidefinite nullity of the graph, which equals the order of the graph minus its minimum
positive semidefinite rank [3, 7]. The authors of [10] define an r-fold analogue of minimum positive
semidefinite rank and use this new parameter to define fractional minimum positive semidefinite
rank. A key element of this treatment is that the r-fold minimum positive semidefinite rank of
a graph can be expressed as the rank of a positive semidefinite matrix that r-fits the graph [10,
Theorem 3.9]. Our previous discussion allows us to assume that the graph of such a matrix is G(r).
As mentioned in Section 1.1, playing the positive semidefinite zero forcing game can be inter-
preted as forcing zeros in a null vector of a positive semidefinite matrix whose graph is G, hence
the connection to maximum positive semidefinite nullity and minimum positive semidefinite rank.
Since the r-fold minimum positive semidefinite rank is defined in terms of matrices that r-fit the
original graph, an r-fold analogue of positive semidefinite zero forcing number would naturally be
associated with a game played on the graph of a positive semidefinite matrix that r-fits G. To this
end, our r-fold forcing parameters will be defined in terms of forcing games played on G(r).
1.3 Definitions and notation
Throughout this paper, all graphs are simple. We use |G| to denote the order of a graph G, i.e.,
|G| = |V (G)|. If G is a graph and S ⊆ V (G), then G[S] denotes the subgraph of G induced by S,
namely, the graph with V (G[S]) = S and E(G[S]) = {uv ∈ E(G) : u, v ∈ S}. We use G − S as
shorthand for the induced subgraph G[V (G) \S]. The neighborhood of a vertex u ∈ V (G), denoted
N(u), is the set of vertices adjacent to u. The degree of a vertex u, deg(u), is the number of
neighbors of u, i.e., |N(u)|. A leaf is a vertex of degree one. We use δ(G) to denote the minimum
of the degrees of the vertices of G. We write S ∪˙ T to denote the union of disjoint sets S and T .
Throughout, B will be used to denote a set of blue vertices associated with a two-color forcing
game. We emphasize that in a two-color forcing game the target color is blue. For three-color
forcing games, we use two non-white colors: dark blue, which is our target color, and light blue.
A set of colored vertices associated with a three-color forcing game with be denoted by B. Given
such a set B, we let D be the set of dark blue vertices and L be the set of light blue vertices. Since
D ∩ L = ∅, we have B = D ∪˙ L. While B is a set, we will abuse notation and write B = (D,L) to
emphasize the decomposition of B into its component sets.
1.4 Contribution and organization of the paper
In Section 2 we introduce and examine the fractional positive semidefinite forcing number of a graph.
An r-fold extension of the positive semidefinite zero forcing number, based on graph blowups, is
introduced and used to define the fractional positive semidefinite forcing number of a graph G,
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denoted Z+f (G). We also introduce a three-color forcing game played on G called the fractional
positive semidefinite forcing game and prove a main result of that section:
Theorem (Theorem 2.19). For any graph G, Z+f (G) is the minimum number of dark blue vertices
in a (three-color) fractional positive semidefinite forcing set for G.
This result allows us to determine the fractional positive semidefinite forcing number of a graph
by playing the fractional positive semidefinite forcing game, as opposed to computation via the
r-fold approach. We prove numerous results pertaining to fractional positive semidefinite forcing
number and the structure of optimal fractional positive semidefinite forcing sets and apply these
results to compute the fractional positive semidefinite forcing number for some common graph
families. We also prove that any graph has an ordinary (two-color) minimum positive semidefinite
zero forcing set such that the first force in the forcing process can be done without using the
disconnect rule.
In Section 3 we introduce a three-color forcing game that is equivalent to the skew zero forcing
game. The three-color approach is used to prove numerous results pertaining to skew zero forcing.
We define an r-fold analogue of the (standard) zero forcing game and using this to define the
fractional forcing number of a graph, denoted Zf (G). A main result of that section shows that
skew zero forcing number and fractional zero forcing number of a graph are the same:
Theorem (Theorem 3.18). For any graph G, Zf (G) = Z
−(G).
We conclude the section by introducing an algorithm that is used to characterize graphs that
satisfy Z−(G) = 0.
2 Fractional positive semidefinite forcing
In this section, we introduce the r-fold and fractional positive semidefinite forcing numbers of a
graph, as well as a three-color forcing game that relates to the fractional parameter.
2.1 The r-fold positive semidefinite forcing game and fractional positive
semidefinite forcing number
Let G be a graph and for r ∈ N consider the following r-fold positive semidefinite forcing game,
which is a two-color forcing game played on G(r). As in any forcing game, we initially color some
set B ⊆ V (G(r)) blue and then try to force G(r) through repeated application of the following r-fold
positive semidefinite forcing rule:
Definition 2.1 (r-fold positive semidefinite forcing rule). Let Bt denote the set of blue vertices of
G(r) at some step t of the r-fold positive semidefinite forcing process2 and let W1, . . . ,Wh denote
the sets of vertices of the connected components of G(r) −Bt. If u ∈ Bt and |N(u)∩Wi| ≤ r, then
u can force N(u)∩Wi, i.e., all white neighbors of u in G(r)[Bt ∪Wi] can be simultaneously colored
blue.
2We caution the reader that a chronological list of forces is not a propagating process and Bt here has different
meaning than that used in the study of propagation.
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The r-fold positive semidefinite forcing game can be thought of as a generalization of the
positive semidefinite zero forcing game: instead of forcing one white neighbor in a component after
applying the disconnect rule, a vertex forces up to r white neighbors in a component. This is a
positive semidefinite analogue of the r-forcing process described in [2], but we apply this process
only to the blowup of the graph.
If G(r) can be forced, then the initial set of blue vertices is called an r-fold positive semidefinite
(PSD) forcing set for G. An r-fold PSD forcing set B is minimum if there is no r-fold PSD forcing
set of smaller cardinality than B. The cardinality of a minimum r-fold PSD forcing set is called the
r-fold positive semidefinite forcing number of G and is denoted Z+[r](G). We define the fractional
positive semidefinite forcing number of a graph G as
Z+f (G) = infr∈N
{
Z+[r](G)
r
}
.
Note that G(1) = G and a 1-fold PSD forcing set is exactly a positive semidefinite zero forcing
set, so Z+[1](G) = Z
+(G). Any positive semidefinite zero forcing set B can be converted into an
r-fold PSD forcing set (for r ≥ 2) by the following rule: If u ∈ B, then color every vertex in
Ru ∈ V (G(r)) blue. This creates an r-fold PSD forcing set that contains r ·Z+(G) blue vertices, so
Z+[r](G) ≤ r · Z+(G) = r · Z+[1](G). We conclude that Z+f (G) ≤ Z+(G) and that
Z+f (G) = infr≥2
{
Z+[r](G)
r
}
.
2.2 Global interpretation of r-fold positive semidefinite forcing
In this section, we assume that r ≥ 2 and utilize the global structure of a graph r-blowup, namely,
clusters joined by edges. Three specific types of cluster are of particular interest. An All cluster is a
cluster in which all vertices are colored blue. A One cluster is a cluster in which exactly one vertex
is colored blue and the rest are colored white. A None cluster is a cluster in which all vertices are
colored white. We define a All-One-None (minimum) r-fold positive semidefinite forcing set B for
a graph G to be a (minimum) r-fold PSD forcing set in which each cluster of G(r) is either an All,
One, or None cluster when G(r) is colored with B. For the sake of brevity, we will hereafter shorten
All-One-None to AON.
We say that a cluster Ru is forced into when any vertex in Ru is forced. Once a cluster changes
from a non-All to an All cluster, we say that the cluster has been forced. Any cluster that is forced
into becomes an All cluster after the forcing operation, so forcing into a cluster and forcing the
cluster are equivalent.
Remark 2.2. At some stage of the r-fold positive semidefinite forcing process using a particular
chronological list of forces, let Bt denote the set of blue vertices in G
(r). Assume that Ru 6⊆ Bt for
some u ∈ V (G). Suppose that the next force in the process is done by x ∈ Ru, so x has at most r
white neighbors. Since Ru 6⊆ Bt, there exists at least one white vertex w ∈ Ru. Because x and w
have the same neighbors and w is white, all white neighbors of x are connected through w and lie
in the same connected component. Hence, after x forces, all neighbors of every vertex in Ru must
be blue, so without loss of generality Ru can be forced in the next step of the forcing process.
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Definition 2.3. If at any stage of the r-fold positive semidefinite forcing process a vertex in any
partially-filled cluster performs a force, then that cluster can itself be forced at the next forcing
step. We refer to this process as backforcing.
Remark 2.2 asserts that requiring backforcing does not affect whether or not a set is an r-fold
PSD forcing set, so we will always assume that backforcing is used when performing the r-fold
positive semidefinite forcing process.
Definition 2.4. Let Ru1 , Ru2 , . . . , Rum be “partially-filled” clusters (i.e., no cluster is an All or a
None) in G(r) that together contain pr + q blue vertices for some 0 ≤ p < m and 0 ≤ q < r. We
define the process of consolidation as follows: Use pr of the blue vertices to convert Ru1 , . . . , Rup
into All clusters and move the remaining q blue vertices into Rup+1 .
Our goal for the remainder of this section is to use these tools and definitions to develop an
equivalent characterization of the r-fold positive semidefinite forcing game that relies only upon a
particular type of AON r-fold PSD forcing set.
Remark 2.5. Suppose that r ≥ 3. If B is an AON r-fold PSD forcing set, then from a global
perspective exactly one cluster in G(r) is forced at each step of the forcing process. This is because
the vertex that performs the force can only force into One or None clusters, and if this vertex were
adjacent to more than one of these (in any combination), then it would have more than r white
neighbors and could not actually perform a force.
The case when r = 2 is slightly different. In this case, it is possible for a vertex to force two
One clusters at the same forcing step (see Example 2.10 below). Every 2-fold PSD forcing set is
automatically an AON set, so we cannot claim that if G(r) has a global AON structure, then exactly
one cluster will be forced at each forcing step. However, Theorem 2.6 uses consolidation to show
that even though every AON PSD forcing set need not have this property, there always exist an
AON minimum PSD forcing set and forcing process that do.
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a graph and suppose r ≥ 2. Then there exists an AON minimum r-fold
PSD forcing set for G. For all r ≥ 3, exactly one cluster of G(r) will be forced at each step of any
forcing process that begins with any such set. For r = 2, there exists a forcing process for the set
constructed such that exactly one cluster of G(r) is forced at each step.
Proof. We first consider the case where r ≥ 3. Let B be a minimum r-fold PSD forcing set for G
and assume that B is not AON. Write a chronological list of the forces performed using the forcing
set B, assuming the use of backforcing, and let Bt, t ≥ 0, denote the set of blue vertices after step
t of this forcing process, where B0 = B.
Suppose that a vertex x ∈ Ru performs a force at step ` ≥ 1 of the forcing process and
Ru 6⊆ B`−1, implying that Ru was not forced into at any step prior to step `. Since we assume
backforcing and Ru contains at least one white vertex, Ru was not used to force any other cluster
prior to step `, and Ru will be forced in step `+ 1. Thus if Ru is not a One cluster, we can uncolor
every blue vertex in Ru except for x without changing the ability of x to force or the ability of Ru
to be backforced at step `+ 1; since Ru is not involved in any forces prior to step `, we can make
this change in the original set B and obtain a forcing set with fewer blue vertices, contradicting
the assumption that B was a minimum forcing set. We conclude that every cluster in a minimum
r-fold PSD forcing set that is not an All cluster and contains a vertex that performs a force must
be a One cluster.
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Now, suppose that at step ` ≥ 1 we have x → W ⊆ (Ru1 ∪Ru2 ∪ · · · ∪Rum) for some m ≥ 2,
where each Ruj contains at least one white vertex. Since x is performing a force, it has at most r
white neighbors in the component containing
⋃m
j=1Ruj , so there are at least r(m− 1) blue vertices
in
⋃m
j=1Ruj . Each cluster Ruj is an All cluster after step `, and no Ruj was forced into prior to
step `. Since we assume backforcing and each of the Ruj clusters contains at least one white vertex,
none of the Ruj clusters contains a vertex that was used to force at a step prior to step `. Analogous
to Remark 2.2, removing blue vertices from any of the Ruj will not affect the application of the
disconnect property, as each Ruj contains at least one white vertex. Similarly, adding blue vertices
to convert an Ruj into an All cluster may make available additional disconnects (which we do not
use), but these would not affect any previous forces. Therefore, we can consolidate the (at least
r(m− 1)) blue vertices in ⋃mj=1Ruj without affecting the ability to perform any previous force.
Without loss of generality, suppose that Ru1 , . . . , Rum−1 become All clusters after the consoli-
dation and any remaining blue vertices are left in Rum . After consolidation, the new force at step
` will be x→ Rum ; after this point, the state of the system is the same as it would have been had
we not consolidated (i.e., every Ruj is an All cluster), so future forces are unaffected by consoli-
dation. Furthermore, after consolidation, exactly one cluster (Rum) is forced at step `. Since the
consolidation process does not affect any of the forces before or after the force at step `, we are free
to perform the consolidation on the original set B to obtain a new minimum r-fold PSD forcing
set B˜ and the sequence of vertices that perform forces remains unchanged. Note that since B˜ is
minimum, Rum must necessarily be a None cluster.
By repeated application of the consolidation process, we are able to convert every non-One
cluster into an All cluster or a None cluster. By Remark 2.5, any AON forcing process for r ≥ 3
must necessarily consist of forcing only one cluster at each step, which proves the claim for r ≥ 3.
Now, suppose that r = 2. Every minimum 2-fold PSD forcing set for G is automatically an
AON set. Suppose that, at step ` ≥ 1 of the forcing process, more than one cluster must be forced.
Since any vertex can force at most 2 of its neighbors, it must be the case that two One clusters are
forced at this step. For the reasons described in the r ≥ 3 case, we can consolidate these two One
clusters into one All cluster and one None cluster without affecting any previous or future forces;
after this consolidation, only one cluster is forced at step `. As before, we can modify our original
minimum forcing set and the result follows for the r = 2 case (using the forcing process to which
consolidation was applied).
We call the type of AON minimum r-fold PSD forcing set guaranteed to exist by Theorem 2.6 an
optimal AON r-fold PSD forcing set. We emphasize that an optimal AON r-fold PSD forcing set is
minimum by definition, and given an optimal AON r-fold PSD forcing set there is a corresponding
forcing process in which exactly one cluster is forced at each step. Further, the set of blue vertices
at each step of the forcing process associated with an optimal AON r-fold PSD forcing set will
always create a global AON structure in G(r).
Suppose that B is an AON r-fold PSD forcing set for a graph G and color G(r) with B. We use
a(B) to denote the number of All clusters in G(r) and `(B) to denote the number of One clusters
in G(r), so |B| = r · a(B) + `(B). This new terminology yields a corollary to Theorem 2.6.
Corollary 2.7. For every graph G and r ≥ 2, there exists an optimal AON r-fold PSD forcing set
for G, and for any such set B, we have Z+[r](G) = |B| = r · a(B) + `(B).
Definition 2.8. Let r, s ≥ 2 with s 6= r and suppose that B is an AON r-fold PSD forcing set for
G. Copy the AON structure of G(r) when colored with B onto G(s) to create a new AON set of
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blue vertices of cardinality s · a(B) + `(B). This process is called replication.
Remark 2.9. Let B be a 2-fold PSD forcing set for G and suppose that two One clusters are
forced simultaneously at some step of the forcing process on G(2). In this case, replicating B onto
G(s) for s > 2 will not yield a valid forcing set (see Example 2.10, next). However, if B is an
optimal AON 2-fold PSD forcing set, then Theorem 2.6 guarantees that there is a forcing process
in which exactly one force occurs at each step, so replication will yield a valid forcing set. As we
see in Example 2.11, however, the replicated set may not be minimum and hence not optimal.
(a) (Minimum) AON 2-fold PSD forcing set (b) Optimal AON 2-fold PSD forcing set
Figure 4: AON 2-fold PSD forcing sets for K3
Example 2.10. Consider the (minimum) 2-fold PSD forcing sets for K3 shown in Figure 4. For
simplicity, the edges in the figure represent the complete bipartite graphs between the clusters at
their endpoints. The first forcing step in Figure 4a would consist of forcing two of the One clusters
simultaneously. This set is no longer a forcing set when replicated onto K
(s)
3 for s ≥ 3, as each of
the blue vertices will have too many white neighbors to perform a force. The optimal AON PSD
forcing set shown in Figure 4b, however, can be replicated successfully, as only one cluster must be
forced at any step of the forcing process.
(a) Graph G (b) r = 2 (c) r = 3
Figure 5: Optimal AON r-fold PSD forcing sets
Example 2.11. Suppose that we have the complete bipartite graph K5,2 and let G be the graph
formed by attaching one leaf to each of the vertices in the partite set containing five vertices (Figure
5a). Consider the (unique) optimal AON r-fold PSD forcing sets for G shown in Figures 5b and
5c. When r = 2, the forcing set has two All clusters, so Z+[2](G) = 4. When r = 3, the forcing set
has five One clusters, so Z+[3](G) = 5. Replicating either optimal forcing set onto the other blowup
will generate a forcing set that is not minimum, hence not optimal.
We now prove further properties of AON r-fold PSD forcing sets and use these results to provide
an alternate definition of the fractional PSD forcing number.
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Lemma 2.12. Let G be a graph on n vertices and fix r ≥ n. Let B be an optimal AON r-fold PSD
forcing set for G and let B′ be an AON r-fold PSD forcing set for G. Then a(B) ≤ a(B′).
Proof. Assume first that `(B′) < n. Since B is optimal, it is minimum, so r · a(B) + `(B) = |B| ≤
|B′| = r · a(B′) + `(B′). Dividing through by r and manipulating this inequality yields
a(B)− a(B′) ≤ `(B
′)− `(B)
r
<
n
r
≤ 1.
Since a(B) − a(B′) is an integer, we must have a(B) − a(B′) ≤ 0, which proves the claim when
`(B′) < n. Now suppose that `(B′) = n, so a(B′) = 0. Since r ≥ n, at most one force happens
at each step, so we can replace the first cluster forced with a None cluster to obtain a new AON
r-fold PSD forcing set B′′ with a(B′′) = a(B′) = 0 and `(B′′) = n− 1 < n.
Corollary 2.13. Let G be a graph on n vertices and fix r ≥ n. If B and B′ are optimal AON
r-fold PSD forcing sets for G, then a(B) = a(B′).
Thus for a fixed “large enough” r, every optimal AON r-fold PSD forcing set for G must contain
the same number of All clusters (and, consequently, One clusters). Of particular interest is the
case r = n = |G|. We define a+? (G) to be the unique number of All clusters created in G(n) by any
optimal AON n-fold PSD forcing set for G, and define `+? (G) to be the (unique) number of One
clusters created in this manner.
Proposition 2.14. Let G be a graph on n vertices. For all r ≥ n, if B is an optimal AON r-fold
PSD forcing set for G, then a(B) = a+? (G).
Proof. Let B˜ be the AON n-fold PSD forcing set formed by replicating B onto G(n). By Lemma
2.12, a+? (G) ≤ a(B˜) = a(B). Similarly, let B′ be the AON r-fold PSD forcing set formed by
replicating any optimal AON n-fold PSD forcing set onto G(r). By Lemma 2.12, a(B) ≤ a(B′) =
a+? (G), and thus equality holds.
Corollary 2.15. Let G be a graph on n vertices. For all r ≥ n, Z+[r](G) = r · a+? (G) + `+? (G).
Additionally,
lim
r→∞
Z+[r](G)
r
= a+? (G).
Before we can prove the final result of this section, which ties the fractional positive semidefinite
forcing number into the machinery just developed, we require one final utility result.
Lemma 2.16. Let G be a graph on n vertices and choose r ≥ 2. Then for any optimal AON r-fold
PSD forcing set B, |B|r ≥ a+? (G).
Proof. First, suppose that 2 ≤ r < n. Let B˜ be the AON n-fold PSD forcing set obtained by
replicating B onto G(n). Then a(B) = a(B˜) and `(B) = `(B˜), so
|B|
r
= a(B) +
`(B)
r
= a(B˜) +
`(B˜)
r
≥ a(B˜) + `(B˜)
n
=
|B˜|
n
.
Let B′ be any optimal AON n-fold PSD forcing set for G. Since B′ is optimal, it is minimum,
hence |B˜| ≥ |B′|. Therefore,
|B|
r
≥ |B˜|
n
≥ |B
′|
n
= a+? (G) +
`+? (G)
n
≥ a+? (G),
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which proves the claim when r < n.
If r ≥ n, then Proposition 2.14 shows that |B| = r·a+? (G)+`+? (G) and the conclusion follows.
We conclude this section with an alternate characterization of fractional positive semidefinite
forcing number.
Theorem 2.17. For every graph G,
Z+f (G) = a
+
? (G).
Proof. Recall that Z+f = infr≥2
{
Z+
[r]
(G)
r
}
. By Corollary 2.15, Z+f (G) ≤ a+? (G). Let B be an
optimal AON r-fold PSD forcing set for G for some r ≥ 2. Then by Corollary 2.7 and Lemma 2.16,
Z+
[r]
(G)
r =
|B|
r ≥ a+? (G), and thus equality holds.
This shows that the fractional positive semidefinite forcing number of a graph is always a
nonnegative integer, an interesting result in light of its fractional construction.
2.3 Three-color interpretation of fractional positive semidefinite forcing
Motivated by the AON interpretation of the r-fold positive semidefinite forcing game, we consider
a three-color forcing game that allows us to compute the fractional positive semidefinite forcing
number for any graph without playing the r-fold game.
Let G be a graph and consider the following fractional positive semidefinite forcing game, which
is a three-color forcing game that uses the colors dark blue (target), light blue, and white. Assign
to each vertex of G one of these colors and let B = (D,L), where D denotes the set of dark blue
vertices and L denotes the set of light blue vertices.3 We repeatedly apply the following fractional
positive semidefinite forcing rule:
Definition 2.18 (fractional positive semidefinite forcing rule). Let Bt = (Dt,Lt) denote the set
of colored vertices of a graph G at some step of the fractional positive semidefinite forcing process
and let W1, . . . ,Wh denote the sets of vertices of the connected components of G − Dt. If u ∈
(Dt ∪˙ (Lt ∩Wi)) and w ∈ Wi is the only light blue or white neighbor of u in G[Dt ∪Wi], then u
can force w, i.e., w can be colored dark blue.
Loosely speaking, we apply the disconnect rule from positive semidefinite zero forcing using the
dark blue vertices of G, and then in each augmented component any dark or light blue vertex can
force its only light blue or white neighbor. As usual, the goal of this forcing game is to choose
the initial set B in such a way that by repeated application of this rule the entire graph can be
forced (i.e., turned dark blue). If G can be forced, then we say that the initial set B is a fractional
positive semidefinite (PSD) forcing set for G. The (three-color) fractional positive semidefinite
forcing number of G, denoted Zˆ+f (G), is then defined as
Zˆ+f (G) = min {|D| : (D,L) is a fractional PSD forcing set for G, for some L} .
We say that a fractional PSD forcing set B = (D,L) for G is optimal if |D| = Zˆ+f (G) and no
fractional PSD forcing set for G with |D| = Zˆ+f (G) has fewer than |L| light blue vertices. We use
3Recall from Section 1.3 that this is equivalent to writing B = D ∪˙ L.
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ˆ`+
? (G) to denote the number of light blue vertices in any optimal fractional PSD forcing set for G,
i.e., ˆ`+? (G) = |L|.
The process of backforcing described for the r-fold positive semidefinite forcing game applies
to the fractional positive semidefinite forcing game, albeit with a three-color modification. After a
light blue vertex u performs a force, all of its neighbors must necessarily be dark blue, and so we
can backforce u at the next forcing step.
The observant reader will notice that we have defined “fractional positive semidefinite forcing
number” twice: here, and in Section 2.1. The final result of this section shows that this is not
an error: the parameter Z+f , defined via an r-fold two-color game, is equal to the parameter Zˆ
+
f ,
defined via a three-color game.
Theorem 2.19. For any graph G, Z+f (G) = Zˆ
+
f (G).
Proof. Let |G| = n and let B be an optimal AON n-fold PSD forcing set for G. By Theorem 2.17,
we have a(B) = a+? (G) = Z
+
f (G). Color G
(n) with B and color G with B˜ = (D˜, L˜), defined as
follows: Let D˜ = {u : Ru is an All cluster in G(n)} and let L˜ = {u : Ru is a One cluster in G(n)}.
Since B is an optimal AON n-fold PSD forcing set, exactly one cluster is forced at each step of the
forcing process using B, and G(n) can be forced. Further, backforcing is applied to One clusters in
G(n), and One clusters correspond to light blue vertices, to which backforcing can also be applied.
Therefore, the forcing process used on G(n) can be used to force G, so B˜ is a fractional PSD forcing
set for G and Zˆ+f (G) ≤ |D˜| = a(B) = Z+f (G).
Let B = (D,L) be an optimal fractional PSD forcing set for G. The reverse inequality easily
follows by associating elements of D with All clusters in G(n) and elements of L with One clusters
and applying Lemma 2.12 and arguments similar to those above.
Corollary 2.20. For any graph G, `+? (G) =
ˆ`+
? (G).
As a consequence of these results, the Zˆ+f and
ˆ`+
? notations will be suppressed in favor of the
simpler Z+f and `
+
? .
In contrast to the process of computing the values of fractional versions of general graph pa-
rameters, computing the fractional positive semidefinite forcing number of a graph does not require
any explicit knowledge of the r-fold analogue. If knowledge of Z+f is all that is of interest, one can
bypass the r-fold game and opt to play the fractional positive semidefinite forcing game instead.
The benefit of taking a three-color approach is also demonstrated in Section 3, where a three-color
interpretation is used to obtain new results pertaining to skew zero forcing.
2.4 Results for fractional positive semidefinite forcing number
The fractional positive semidefinite forcing game allows us to easily prove many interesting prop-
erties of the fractional positive semidefinite forcing number.
Remark 2.21. Any isolated vertex in a graph G must be colored dark blue. Thus if δ(G) = 0,
then Z+f (G) ≥ |{u ∈ V (G) : deg(u) = 0}| ≥ 1.
Observation 2.22. If a graph G has connected components {Gi}mi=1, then Z+f (G) =
∑m
i=1 Z
+
f (Gi)
and `+? (G) =
∑m
i=1 `
+
? (Gi).
Thus we are able to focus on connected graphs (as is customary for zero forcing).
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Remark 2.23. Let G be a graph and let B = (D,L) be a fractional PSD forcing set for G. The
set B = D ∪˙ L is a positive semidefinite zero forcing set for G, so Z+(G) ≤ |B| = |D|+ |L|. If B is
optimal, then this shows that Z+(G) ≤ Z+f (G) + `+? (G).
A natural question in light of this remark is whether Z+(G) = Z+f (G) + `
+
? (G). By taking a
minimum positive semidefinite zero forcing set for G and changing some vertices to light blue, it
may be possible to obtain an optimal fractional PSD forcing set for G. Even though this works for
some graphs, the next example provides a graph for which this technique fails.
Example 2.24. Let G be the graph shown in Example 2.11, a K5,2 with one leaf appended to each
vertex in the partite set on 5 vertices. By coloring each of the leaves light blue, we can force each of
their neighbors, and using the disconnect rule we can subsequently backforce the leaves and force all
of G. Thus Z+f (G) = 0 and `
+
? (G) = 5, but it is known that Z
+(G) = 2 < 0 + 5 = Z+f (G) + `
+
? (G).
The key to this example is that the set B = L is a minimal positive semidefinite zero forcing set
for G, but it is not a minimum positive semidefinite zero forcing set.
Remark 2.25. If B = (D,L) is an optimal fractional PSD forcing set for a connected graph G,
then any vertex that is colored light blue must perform a force before it is itself forced; if not, then
that vertex can be colored white to obtain a fractional PSD forcing set with the same number of
dark blue vertices and fewer light blue vertices, contradicting the optimality of B. Additionally, no
two light blue vertices in an optimal fractional PSD forcing set can be adjacent, as one would have
to force the other before the other has performed a force. Therefore, L is an independent set in G,
so `+? (G) ≤ α(G).
The following result pertains to the (two-color) positive semidefinite zero forcing game.
Lemma 2.26 ([13], Lemma 2.1.1). Let G be a graph and let B be a positive semidefinite zero
forcing set of G. If v ∈ B is the vertex that performs the first force, v → w, where w is a white
neighbor of v, then (B \ {v}) ∪ {w} is a positive semidefinite zero forcing set of G.
We now present a three-color version of Lemma 2.26. The proof is similar to the proof of the
two-color version found in [13] and is omitted.
Lemma 2.27. Let G be a graph and let B = (D,L) be a fractional PSD forcing set for G. Suppose
that the first force, v → w, is performed by some v ∈ D on some w /∈ L. Let D˜ = (D \ {v}) ∪ {w}.
Then B˜ = (D˜,L) is also a fractional PSD forcing set for G.
Theorem 2.28. If G is a graph with at least one edge, then G has an optimal fractional PSD
forcing set with which the first force can be performed by a light blue vertex.
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that G does not have an optimal fractional PSD forcing
set with which the first force can be performed by a light blue vertex. Note that if the first force with
an optimal set can be done without using the disconnect rule, then this force must be done by a light
blue vertex (else the set is not optimal), so our assumption implies that the disconnect rule must
be applied to perform the first force with any optimal fractional PSD forcing set. Let B = (D,L)
be an optimal fractional PSD forcing set such that |W1| is minimum, where W1,W2, . . . ,Wh are
the sets of vertices of the connected components of G−D and |W1| ≤ |W2| ≤ · · · ≤ |Wh|. As noted
in Remark 1.14 of [14], we can assume that the first vertex forced lies in W1. Let v → w denote
the first force, where v ∈ D and w ∈W1.
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By Lemma 2.27, the set B˜ = (D˜,L) with D˜ = (D \ {v}) ∪ {w} is also an optimal fractional
PSD forcing set for G. Since w must be the only non-dark-blue neighbor of v in W1, it must be the
case that v joins a component other than W1 in G− D˜; further, in G− D˜, the component W1 will
not contain the vertex w, and may split into multiple smaller components. If W1 6= {w}, then this
argument shows that there must be a component with fewer than |W1| vertices in G − D˜, which
contradicts the choice of B; thus we must have W1 = {w}. However, the first force in G using B˜
can therefore be chosen as w → v, which can be done without applying the disconnect rule; by the
comments above, w can thus be light blue, contradicting optimality of B. Therefore, G must have
an optimal fractional PSD forcing set with which the first force can be performed by a light blue
vertex.
Theorem 2.28 yields a lower bound on Z+f (G) as a corollary.
Corollary 2.29. For any graph G, δ(G)− 1 ≤ Z+f (G).
Proof. The result is trivial for δ(G) ≤ 1. If δ(G) ≥ 2, then G has an edge, so by Theorem 2.28
there exists some optimal fractional PSD forcing set B = (D,L) such that the first force in G can
be done by some u ∈ L. Remark 2.25 asserts that u has no light blue neighbors, and all white
neighbors of u must be in the same component of G − D. Since u can force, all but one of its
neighbors must be dark blue. Thus |D| ≥ |N(u)| − 1 ≥ δ(G)− 1.
An additional corollary to Theorem 2.28 gives a lower bound on `+? (G) in the case where G has
at least one edge.
Corollary 2.30. If G is a graph with at least one edge, then `+? (G) ≥ 1.
The following result is a two-color analogue of Theorem 2.28 that applies to the positive semidef-
inite zero forcing game. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.28 and is omitted.
Theorem 2.31. If G is a graph with at least one edge, then there exists a minimum positive
semidefinite zero forcing set for G such the first force can be done without using the disconnect
rule.
With Theorem 2.31, we can obtain an improved upper bound on Z+f (G).
Corollary 2.32. For any graph G with at least one edge, Z+f (G) ≤ Z+(G)− 1.
Proof. Theorem 2.31 ensures that there is some minimum positive semidefinite zero forcing set B
such that the first force using B can be done without using the disconnect rule. If B is obtained by
coloring the vertex that performs this first force light blue and all of the other vertices in B dark
blue, then B is a fractional PSD forcing set with Z+(G)− 1 dark blue vertices.
2.5 Fractional positive semidefinite forcing numbers for graph families
In this section, we determine the fractional PSD forcing numbers for certain graph families, illus-
trating the utility of some of the results in Section 2.4.
Example 2.33. Let n ≥ 2 and let V (Kn) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. Note that Z+(Kn) = n−1 [7, Example
46.4.2]. Applying Corollaries 2.29 and 2.32, n− 2 = δ(Kn)− 1 ≤ Z+f (Kn) ≤ Z+(Kn)− 1 = n− 2
and thus equality holds. By Corollary 2.30, `+? (Kn) ≥ 1. The set B = ({v1, v2, . . . , vn−2}, {vn−1})
is an optimal fractional PSD forcing set for Kn, so Z
+
f (Kn) = n− 2 and `+? (Kn) = 1.
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In each of the next four examples, optimality of the exhibited fractional PSD forcing sets is
obtained by application of Corollaries 2.29 and 2.30.
Example 2.34. For any n ≥ 2, the set B = (∅, {v1}) is an optimal fractional PSD forcing set for
Pn, where V (Pn) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} in path order, so Z+f (Pn) = 0 and `+? (Pn) = 1.
Example 2.35. For any n ≥ 3, the set B = ({v1}, {v2}) is an optimal fractional PSD forcing set
for Cn, where V (Cn) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} in cycle order, so Z+f (Cn) = 1 and `+? (Cn) = 1.
Example 2.36. Let n ≥ 4 and consider the wheel on n vertices, Wn, which is obtained by adding
a vertex w adjacent to every vertex of Cn−1. If B = (D,L) is any optimal fractional PSD forcing set
for Cn−1, then B˜ = (D ∪ {w},L) is an optimal fractional PSD forcing set for Wn, so Z+f (Wn) = 2
and `+? (Wn) = 1.
Example 2.37. Let p ≥ q ≥ 1 and consider Kp,q, the complete bipartite graph on partite sets P
and Q with |P | = p and |Q| = q. Let D be a set containing any (q − 1) elements of Q and let L
be a set containing any one element of P ; then B = (D,L) is an optimal fractional PSD forcing set
for Kp,q, so Z
+
f (Kp,q) = q − 1 and `+? (Kp,q) = 1.
As a final example, we consider the fractional PSD forcing number of a tree.
Example 2.38. Suppose that T is a tree of order at least 2. We have Z+(T ) = 1 [7, Example
46.4.3], so Corollary 2.32 implies that 0 ≤ Z+f (T ) ≤ Z+(T )− 1 = 0 and hence equality holds. If we
let L be any leaf of T , then B = (∅,L) is an optimal fractional PSD forcing set, so Z+f (T ) = 0 and
`+? (T ) = 1.
3 Three-color interpretation of skew zero forcing
In this section, we introduce a three-color interpretation of the skew zero forcing game and use this
to show that the skew zero forcing number and “fractional (zero) forcing number” of a graph are
equal. Using the three-color interpretation, we derive new results pertaining to skew zero forcing
number and the associated coloring process.
3.1 The three-color skew zero forcing game
Consider the following three-color forcing game played on a graph G. Choose an initial set of dark
blue vertices, D, and a set of light blue vertices, L, and let B = (D,L); color all other vertices of G
white. The forcing rule is as follows:
Definition 3.1 (three-color skew zero forcing rule). If w is the only non-dark-blue neighbor of a
dark blue or light blue vertex u, then u can force w.
The set B is a three-color skew zero forcing set if G can be forced after repeated application of
the three-color skew zero forcing rule. We define
Zˆ−(G) = min {|D| : (D,L) is a three-color skew zero forcing set for G, for some L} .
A three-color skew zero forcing set B = (D,L) is optimal if |D| = Zˆ−(G) and no such forcing set
for G has fewer light blue vertices than B. Let `−? (G) denote the number of light blue vertices in
any optimal three-color skew zero forcing set for G, i.e., `−? (G) = |L|.
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The inclusion of the word “skew” in the development of Zˆ−(G) is not an accident. It is easy to
see that the three-color skew zero forcing game is equivalent to the (two-color) skew zero forcing
game described in Section 1.1: dark blue vertices correspond to (regular) blue vertices in two-color
skew zero forcing, light blue vertices correspond to white vertices that perform white vertex forcing,
and white vertices that do not perform a white vertex force are the same in both cases. Therefore,
Zˆ−(G) = Z−(G), and we are free to use the more familiar notation Z−(G) when discussing the
three-color game.
Remark 3.2. Notice that any three-color skew zero forcing set for a graph G is also a fractional
PSD forcing set for G: playing the three-color skew zero forcing game is equivalent to playing the
fractional PSD zero forcing game without using the disconnect rule. Therefore, Z+f (G) ≤ Z−(G).
From this point forward, since they give more information than their two-color counterparts,
we will focus on three-color skew zero forcing sets, and usually omit the “three-color” descriptor
for the sake of brevity.
3.2 General results for skew zero forcing
The three-color interpretation easily lends itself to making observations about skew zero forcing
number of a graph. The next two results are well-known for Z−(G) using the two-color approach,
where we interpret `−? (G) as the number of vertices that perform white vertex forces in that case.
Remark 3.3. Any isolated vertex in a graph G must be colored dark blue, so if δ(G) = 0, then
Z−(G) ≥ |{u ∈ V (G) : deg(u) = 0}| ≥ 1.
Observation 3.4. If a graph G has connected components {Gi}mi=1, then Z−(G) =
∑m
i=1 Z
−(Gi)
and `−? (G) =
∑m
i=1 `
−
? (Gi).
As is customary, we are able to focus our attention on connected graphs.
Remark 3.5. For every connected graph G, δ(G) − 1 ≤ Z−(G). This is because if a candidate
skew zero forcing set does not contain at least δ(G)− 1 dark blue vertices, then every dark blue or
light blue vertex has at least two white or light blue neighbors, so the forcing process cannot start.
Remark 3.6. Suppose that G is a connected graph on 2 or more vertices and color each of its
vertices dark blue. Any one adjacent pair can then be re-colored white and light blue (in either
order), so Z−(G) ≤ |G| − 2.
Remark 3.7. For every connected graph G, we have Z−(G) ≤ Z(G) ≤ Z−(G) + `−? (G). The first
inequality follows because every zero forcing set for a graph G is also a skew zero forcing set for G.
For the second, note that if B = (D,L) is an optimal skew zero forcing set, then B = D ∪˙ L is a
(standard) zero forcing set.
The justification for the next observation is the same as that given in Remark 2.25.
Observation 3.8. If B = (D,L) is an optimal skew zero forcing set for a connected graph G, then
any vertex that is colored light blue must perform a force before it is itself forced. No two light blue
vertices in an optimal skew zero forcing set can be adjacent. The set L is an independent set in G,
and `−? (G) ≤ α(G).
Remark 3.9. For a graph G, the quantity |G| −Z−(G) is the number of non-dark-blue vertices in
an optimal skew zero forcing set. In the worst case, half of these vertices would need to be colored
light blue to force their white neighbors, so 0 ≤ `−? (G) ≤
⌊ |G|−Z−(G)
2
⌋
≤
⌊ |G|
2
⌋
< |G|.
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3.3 Skew zero forcing as fractional zero forcing
In this section, we develop an r-fold version of the standard zero forcing game and use it to prove
that the “fractional (zero) forcing number” of a graph is equal to the skew zero forcing number of
the graph. This treatment is similar to the positive semidefinite case discussed in Sections 2.1 and
2.2.
Let G be a graph and for some r ∈ N consider the following r-fold forcing game, which is a
two-color forcing game played on G(r), the r-blowup of G. As in any zero forcing game, we initially
color some set B ⊆ V (G(r)) blue and then try to force G(r) through repeated application of the
following r-fold forcing rule:
Definition 3.10 (r-fold forcing rule). At some step t of the forcing process, let Bt denote the set
of blue vertices in G(r). If u ∈ Bt and |N(u) \ Bt| ≤ r, then u can force N(u) \ Bt, i.e., all white
neighbors of u can be colored blue simultaneously.
The r-fold forcing rule is exactly the r-forcing rule found in [2], although applied to G(r) instead
of G. The r-fold forcing game was developed in the spirit of fractional graph theory [12], while the
r-forcing process described in [2] is more general. We have chosen to use different terminology with
our treatment to emphasize this key difference.
If G(r) can be forced, then the initial set of blue vertices is called an r-fold forcing set for G.
A minimum r-fold forcing set is an r-fold forcing set of minimum cardinality. The r-fold forcing
number of G, Z[r](G), is the cardinality of a minimum r-fold forcing set.
4 We define the fractional
forcing number of G as
Zf (G) = inf
r∈N
{
Z[r](G)
r
}
.
Clearly, Z[1](G) = Z(G). By an argument similar to that used in Section 2.1, it is easy to see
that Z[r](G) ≤ r · Z(G) for r ≥ 2, so we can equivalently define fractional forcing number as
Zf (G) = inf
r≥2
{
Z[r](G)
r
}
.
Our goal in this section is to prove that Zf (G) = Z
−(G) for any graph G. In order to do
this, we will follow an approach similar to that used in Section 2.2, with the noted difference that
we have a three-color interpretation of skew zero forcing that can be used to simplify some of our
arguments.
The global view of the r-fold forcing game, analogous to that of the r-fold positive semidefinite
forcing game, will also be considered. Since backforcing does not apply to this game, in addition to
All, One, and None clusters in G(r), we consider one other type of cluster: a Most cluster is a cluster
in which all but one vertex is colored blue. We consider Most clusters only for r ≥ 3, as when r = 2
a Most cluster is equivalent to a One cluster. An All-Most-One-None (AMON) r-fold forcing set
is an r-fold forcing set for G that creates All, Most, One, and None clusters in G(r). As before, we
let a(B) denote the number of All clusters and `(B) denote the number of One clusters created in
G(r) by an AMON r-fold forcing set B; we introduce m(B) to denote the number of Most clusters
created by B. If B is an AMON r-fold forcing set, then |B| = r · a(B) + (r − 1) ·m(B) + `(B) =
r (a(B) +m(B)) + `(B)−m(B).
4Note that Z[r](G) = Fr(G
(r)), where Fk(H) is the k-forcing number of a graph H; see [2].
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Many of the remarks and observations from Section 2.2 apply to the global interpretation of
the r-fold forcing game and we omit or reduce their proofs. As before, we note that forcing into
a cluster Ru is equivalent to forcing Ru and a cluster that is forced becomes an All cluster. Each
cluster performs at most one force.
Theorem 3.11. For any graph G and any r ≥ 2, an AMON minimum r-fold forcing set for G
exists, as does a forcing process in which at each step either exactly one cluster is forced or a One
cluster and a Most cluster (or, when r = 2, two One clusters) are forced simultaneously.
Proof. The result is trivially true for r = 2, so assume that r ≥ 3. Let B be a minimum r-fold
forcing set for G and suppose that B is not AMON. Create a chronological list of forces in G(r) and
suppose that at step ` ≥ 1 we have x → Ru for some u, and Ru is the only cluster forced at this
step. If Ru is not a One or a None cluster, then consider the set B
′ obtained by replacing Ru with
a One cluster. Since B′ is a forcing set with fewer blue vertices than B, this contradicts that B is
minimum. Thus if a single cluster is forced at some step of the forcing process, then it is either a
One or a None cluster.
Now, suppose that at step ` ≥ 1 we have x → W ⊆ (Ru1 ∪Ru2 ∪ · · · ∪Rum) for some m ≥ 2,
where each Ruj contains at least one white vertex. Since x is performing a force, it has at most r
white neighbors. Thus we can perform a partial consolidation on the blue vertices spread among the
Ruj as follows: Convert Ru1 , Ru2 , . . . , Rum−2 into All clusters, convert Rum−1 into a Most cluster,
and leave the remaining blue vertices in Rum . If we let B˜ be the set obtained by performing this
particular partial consolidation on B, then B˜ is also a minimum r-fold forcing set for G. Notice that
after partial consolidation, minimality of B implies that Rum must be a One cluster. Therefore,
after partial consolidation, x will force exactly two clusters, simultaneously – a Most cluster and a
One cluster.
By performing partial consolidation, each cluster will become an All, Most, One, or None cluster,
and a forcing process exists with which at each step either a single One or None cluster will be
forced, or a Most and a One cluster will be forced simultaneously.
The type of AMON minimum r-fold forcing set guaranteed by Theorem 3.11 is called an optimal
AMON r-fold forcing set for G. We emphasize that optimal AMON forcing sets are minimum, so
Z[r](G) is the size of such a set, and there is a corresponding forcing process in which at most two
clusters are forced simultaneously. Using such a set and the associated forcing process, G(r) will
have a global AMON structure at each forcing step.
Corollary 3.12. For every graph G and r ≥ 2, there exists an optimal AMON r-fold forcing set
for G. If B is any such set, then `(B) ≥ m(B).
Proof. For each Most cluster in an optimal AMON r-fold forcing set there exists a corresponding
One cluster that is forced simultaneously using the forcing process guaranteed by Theorem 3.11,
so the number of Most clusters cannot exceed the number of One clusters.
To obtain our main results of this section, we require a way to convert an AMON r-fold forcing
set for G into a (three-color) skew zero forcing set for G, and vice-versa.
Remark 3.13. For r ≥ 2, let B be an optimal AMON r-fold forcing set for a graph G. Color
G(r) with B and let B˜ = (D˜, L˜), where D˜ = {u : Ru is an All or Most cluster} and L˜ = {u :
Ru is a One cluster}. It is easy to see that B˜ is a skew zero forcing set for G. Similarly, let
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B = (D,L) be a skew zero forcing set for G. Color G(r) according to the following rule: If u ∈ D,
then make Ru an All cluster, and if u ∈ L, then make Ru a One cluster. The set B˜ of blue vertices
is an AMON r-fold forcing set for G (with m(B˜) = 0).
Definition 3.14. Regardless of whether we transform an r-fold forcing set into a three-color skew
zero forcing set or a three-color skew zero forcing set into an r-fold forcing set, we call the process
described in Remark 3.13 conversion.
When performing conversion, we will always specify which type of set is being converted.
Proposition 3.15. Let G be a graph on n vertices. If r ≥ n and B is an optimal AMON r-fold
forcing set, then a(B) +m(B) = Z−(G).
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Converting B into a skew zero forcing set B˜ = (D˜, L˜) yields
Z−(G) ≤ |D˜| = a(B) +m(B).
Now, let B = (D,L) be an optimal skew zero forcing set for G and convert B into an AMON
r-fold forcing set B˜. Since B is optimal, it is minimum, so |B| ≤ |B˜|. Thus
a(B) +m(B) +
`(B)−m(B)
r
=
|B|
r
≤ |B˜|
r
= |D|+ |L|
r
= Z−(G) +
`−? (G)
r
.
Since 0 ≤ `(B) − m(B) ≤ `(B) by Corollary 3.12, `−? (G) < n by Remark 3.9, and n ≤ r by
assumption, applying the floor function through the above inequality yields a(B)+m(B) ≤ Z−(G),
provided that `(B) < n. This must be the case, because if `(B) = n then B cannot be minimum
(r ≥ n implies that the first cluster forced could be a None).
Corollary 3.16. If G is a graph on n vertices, then
lim
r→∞
Z[r](G)
r
= Z−(G).
Proposition 3.17. For any r ≥ 2 and any graph G, Z[r](G)r ≥ Z−(G).
Proof. Let B be an optimal AMON r-fold forcing set for G and let B = (D,L) be obtained by
converting B into a skew zero forcing set. By Corollary 3.12, `(B) ≥ m(B), so
Z[r](G)
r
=
|B|
r
= a(B) +m(B) +
`(B)−m(B)
r
≥ a(B) +m(B) = |D| ≥ Z−(G).
Theorem 3.18. For any graph G,
Zf (G) = Z
−(G).
3.4 Leaf-stripping and skew zero forcing number
In this section, we prove results about graphs with leaves and show that skew zero forcing number
is unchanged by removing leaves and their neighbors. A leaf-stripping algorithm is presented and
used to characterize graphs G that have Z−(G) = 0. For convenience, we define Z−(∅) = 0.
Lemma 3.19. Let G be a graph with leaf u ∈ V (G) and let v ∈ V (G) be the neighbor of u. Let
B = (D,L) be an optimal skew zero forcing set for G. i) If u is either light or dark blue, then v is
white. ii) If u is white, then v is not dark blue.
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Proof. For the first claim, since u ∈ B and v is the only neighbor of u, we can choose u→ v as the
first step in the forcing process. In this case v must be white because B is optimal. For the second
claim, if v ∈ D, then the set B˜ = (D \ {v},L ∪ {u}) has fewer dark blue vertices than B but is a
skew zero forcing set for G, contradicting the optimality of B.
Theorem 3.20. If G is a graph with leaf u ∈ V (G) and v ∈ V (G) is the neighbor of u, then
Z−(G− {u, v}) = Z−(G).
Proof. Suppose that B˜ = (D˜, L˜) is an optimal skew zero forcing set for G˜ = G − {u, v} and let
D = D˜, L = L˜ ∪ {u}, and B = (D,L). Carry out the forcing process on G using B for the initial
coloring, starting with u→ v. Since v is then dark blue, it does not affect the ability of its neighbors
to force. Thus the forcing process on G can be continued until G˜ is forced, since B˜ = B \ {u} is a
skew zero forcing set for G˜. The final force can then be v → u, which forces G, so B is a skew zero
forcing set for G with Z−(G˜) dark blue vertices. Thus Z−(G) ≤ Z−(G˜).
Now suppose that B = (D,L) is an optimal skew zero forcing set for G; we consider three cases.
As before, G˜ will denote G− {u, v}.
First, if u ∈ L, then v is white by Lemma 3.19 and u→ v can be taken as the first step of the
forcing process. Without loss of generality, we can assume that v → u is the last step of the forcing
process. By continuing the forcing process, we will color G˜ completely dark blue, since B is a skew
zero forcing set for G and v cannot force any vertex in G˜; thus B \ {u} is a skew zero forcing set
for G˜ with Z−(G) dark blue vertices, so Z−(G˜) ≤ Z−(G).
Next, suppose that u ∈ D; again, by Lemma 3.19, v is white and u → v can be chosen as the
first step of the forcing process. If v never subsequently forces any of its other neighbors, then B
is not optimal, since u could have been chosen as a light blue vertex instead of a dark blue vertex
(and then v → u could be the final step in the new forcing process). Thus v must eventually force
one of its neighbors, say w. It must be the case that at that stage all neighbors of v (except w)
are colored dark blue, and since v is itself dark blue it did not affect any of the forces that led to
this state. Therefore, if we let D˜ = (D \ {u}) ∪ {w} and B˜ = (D˜,L), we will have a set containing
Z−(G) dark blue vertices that can color all of G˜ dark blue. We see that Z−(G˜) ≤ Z−(G).
Lastly, suppose that u is white, so v is not dark blue by Lemma 3.19. There is a point in time
after which v will be dark blue; all forces prior to this time (except possibly v → u in the case
where v is light blue) do not involve v in any way, and all forces after this time (except possibly
v → u) can be performed regardless of the presence of v, as it is dark blue. Let B˜ = (D, L˜), where
L˜ = L\{v} if v ∈ L and L˜ = L otherwise. Then B˜ can completely force G˜, so Z−(G˜) ≤ Z−(G).
Motivated by this result, we present a leaf-stripping algorithm that can be used to reduce a graph
G to a smaller graph with the same skew zero forcing number. This algorithm is a modification of
Algorithm 3.16 in [8].
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Algorithm 3.21: Leaf-stripping algorithm
Input: Graph G
Output: Graph Gˆ with δ(Gˆ) 6= 1, or Gˆ = ∅
Gˆ := G
while Gˆ has a leaf u with neighbor v do
Gˆ := Gˆ− {u, v}
end
return Gˆ
Theorem 3.22. Let G be a graph and let Gˆ be the graph returned by Algorithm 3.21. Then
i. Z−(G) = Z−(Gˆ); and
ii. Z−(G) = 0 if and only if Gˆ = ∅.
Proof. The first claim follows by repeated application of Theorem 3.20. As a result, if Gˆ = ∅, then
Z−(G) = 0, which proves one direction of the second claim. For the other direction, suppose that
Algorithm 3.21 does not return the empty set. If δ(Gˆ) = 0, then 1 ≤ Z−(Gˆ). If δ(Gˆ) ≥ 2, then
1 ≤ δ(Gˆ)− 1 ≤ Z−(Gˆ). In either case, 1 ≤ Z−(Gˆ) = Z−(G), which completes the proof.
We immediately see that if G is a graph on an odd number of vertices, then Z−(G) > 0.
Additionally, if G is a graph with Z−(G) = 0, then G has a unique perfect matching; if the leaf-
stripping algorithm is applied to G, then each removed leaf and its neighbor contribute an edge to
this perfect matching. Note that having a unique perfect matching is not sufficient to guarantee
that Z−(G) = 0, as the next example shows.
Example 3.23. Consider the graph G shown in Figure 6. The thick edges in the figure show the
unique perfect matching for G, but since δ(G) = 2, we have Z−(G) ≥ 2−1 = 1. In fact, Z−(G) = 1,
and the forcing set B shown in Figure 6 is optimal.
Figure 6: Graph G with unique perfect matching and Z−(G) > 0
Remark 3.24. If G is a graph on n vertices, then Algorithm 3.21 returns the graph Gˆ in at most⌊
n
2
⌋
leaf-stripping steps. Theorem 3.22 asserts that if Z−(Gˆ) is known, then the algorithm has
computed Z−(G) = Z−(Gˆ). In particular, if G = T is a tree, then necessarily Gˆ = pK1 for some
p ≥ 0 and Z−(T ) = p.
A natural question is whether we can prove a version of Theorem 3.22 that applies to the
fractional positive semidefinite forcing game. If Algorithm 3.21 returns the empty set when applied
to a graph G, then by Remark 3.2 and Theorem 3.22 we have 0 ≤ Z+f (G) ≤ Z−(G) = 0, and so
equality holds for one direction. The converse may fail, however: the graph G in Examples 2.11
and 2.24 satisfies Z+f (G) = 0, but applying the algorithm to G would return the nonempty partite
set on 2 vertices. While we cannot generate a positive semidefinite analogue of Theorem 3.22, the
result can still be a useful tool when Algorithm 3.21 returns the empty set.
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